Grow stronger and more resilient plants with the Feit Electric GLP8ADJS/CLAMP32WLED full spectrum grow light. This
43 PAR/PPF, 2400 Lumen portable fixture comes equipped with a unique clamp that can affix to almost any surface.
Theconvenient and easy to install Clamp Grow Light is perfect at any stage of the plants life as it reaches much needed
intensity without generating intense heat which can damage the top of your canopy. Switch between 3 spectrums
depending on the growth stages of your plant. The Blue light spectrum is essential for seedlings and young plants
developing through their vegetation stages and the Red light spectrum is most effective for the stretching of leaves and
flowers later on in the growth cycle. The White Spectrum can be used to allow visibility of the plants in a comfortable
spectrum to our eyes while also sharpening and energizing the contrast of colors in your garden with its pure 6500k
Daylight. This grow light is rated for high humidity and is ideal for use in an indoor soil, mixed media or hydroponics
garden. Our energy-efficient LED grow lights last 25,000 hours / 22.8 years and can produce the entire spectrum needed
for all stages of plant growth using only 32 watts. Choose a no humming, dependable grow lighting fixture for your indoor
garden.

8 in. Adjustable LED Full Spectrum
Grow Light

Features

GLP8ADJS/CLAMP32WLED
• Use as a plant, hydroponic or horticulture grow light
• Emits full spectrum wavelengths for superior photosynthetic response
• Operates cooler than HPS lamps to guard against leaf burn and crop
damage
• Save energy and money with innovative LED lighting
• Ideal for Horticulture Lighting

Brightness (Lumens)
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* Estimated based on 8 hrs/day. Costs depends on rates and use
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